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Abstract—Utilizing digital beamforming techniques in conjunc-
tion with the feed array of large deployable reflector antennas can
boost the performance of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems.
Multi-channel SAR overcomes the constraints of classical single-
channel SAR allowing for wide-swath imaging at fine azimuth
resolution. Part 1 of this tutorial provided an introduction to the
instrument structure of a digital beamforming (DBF) imaging
radar and the particularities/variants of its basic operation mode,
known as a single-beam scan-on-receive (SCORE) system.

The underlying part 2 of the tutorial paper addresses the
topic of ultra-wide swath imaging in the order of a few hundred
kilometers, enabled through DBF. A detailed insight into simul-
taneous multiple sub-swath imaging is given; gaps (blind ranges)
that occur in this operation mode are addressed; and the data
streams management at the various on-board processing stages is
explained, put in relation to the imaging mode, and expressions
for the data rates are provided.

A further beamforming topic seized in part 2 of this tutorial
trilogy is the feed array excitation (complex weights) and the
resulting primary and secondary radiation patterns. This is
explained in the context of a reference reflector-feed antenna
system providing numerous example cases aiming to foster the
understanding of the topic.

Index Terms—synthetic aperture radar (SAR), digital-beam
forming, reflector-based SAR.

I. INTRODUCTION

The scan-on-receive (SCORE) imaging technique described
in the first part of the tutorial [1] generates a narrow, time-
variant, and high-gain receive beam (antenna radiation pattern)
that follows the reflected radar echo traversing the ground. In
its basic implementation, SCORE improves the signal-to-noise
ratio and suppresses the range ambiguities, but it does not
allow for a substantial increase of the imaged swath width
beyond a few tens of kilometers. The latter deficiency is
significant, as one of the crucial parameters of spaceborne
SAR systems monitoring dynamic processes is the width of
the imaged swath. A wide swath enables reducing the revisit
time, shortening the time between successive observations of
any ground region and by this facilitates the monitoring of
dynamic processes. Current in-orbit operational SAR system
image swaths in the order of 20 km to 80 km in stripmap
imaging mode. Although the imaged swath width of conven-
tional single-channel SAR may be increased by utilizing burst
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operation modes such as ScanSAR or TOPS [2], [3], this
increase is paid for by a degraded azimuth resolution.

The multi-beam SCORE digital beamforming technique
detailed in this paper can overcome the above mentioned
dilemma allowing for simultaneous high-resolution and wide-
swath SAR [4], [5], [6]. Multi-beam SCORE may be under-
stood as an intrinsic stripmap-based imaging mode allowing
for ultra-wide swath with no difference for the SAR image
processing. It is an extension to the basic SCORE technique
suggested in [7], [8], [9]. Multi-beam SCORE is the reference
operation mode of the NISAR mission by NASA/ISRO [10],
[11], [12] and is also implemented by JAXA for the ALOS-
4 mission [13] as well as by ESA for the ROSE-L mission
[14]. Further, multi-beam SCORE operation, is inherent to
the staggered SAR mode, cf. [15], [16] and part 3 of the
tutorial paper, which has been considered for other missions
(and mission proposals) such as NISAR and Tandem-L [17],
[18], [19], [11].

To explain the innovative SAR technique required for ultra-
wide swath imaging a reference SAR system capable of
imaging a swath of 355 km (ground range) is considered. The
parameter values of this system are developed in a step-by-step
procedure throughout the paper explaining the beamforming
approach and relating it to the instrument operation.

The overall structure of the paper is as follows: In the
following section the impact of imaging a wide swath on the
radar echo timing is analyzed. Next an operation mode, known
as multi-beam SCORE, capable of imaging an ultra-wide
swath is detailed. The reflector-based beamforming underlying
the imaging mode is elaborated in section V giving examples
for the excitation, the resulting reflector illumination (primary
beam) and the resulting secondary radiation pattern. Multi-
Beam SCORE introduces gaps in the imaged swath caused
by the transmit pulse instances of the instrument; this issue is
analyzed in detail section VI where the expressions governing
the extent of the gaps are derived. Last but not least the
effort for data stream handling and memory management is
discussed and related to basic SAR performance parameters
such as resolution and oversampling.

II. AN ULTRA-WIDE SWATH IMAGING SYSTEM

In the following the consequences of extending the swath
width on the timing are discussed; it is shown that the single-
beam SCORE technique is not suitable for ultra-wide swath
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imaging and therefore needs to be enhanced utilizing digital
beamforming.

Starting point is the timing analysis shown in Fig. 1 with
three sub-swaths (orange bars) imaged at a PRF of 1770Hz.
The timing (or diamond) diagram shows the transmit pulse
instances (blue strips) and nadir returns (green strips) versus
a range of PRF values (abscissa). These are related to the
geometrical swath parameters, here the incidence and off-nadir
look angle (ordinate). It is used to visualize possible positions
for the echo window and allows the system engineer to decide
on the number, placement and extent of the imaged sub-
swaths. The PRF has been chosen higher than the minimum
value determined by (1) in [1].
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Figure 1: Timing diagram for a SAR operating from a 760 km
orbit. The blue and green strips depict the transmit events and
nadir echo return, respectively, while the imaged swaths are
indicated by the orange bars at fprf = 1770Hz.

Parameter Values: The timing diagram in Fig. 1 is for
a SAR imaging a swath of 30◦ to 49◦ incidence angle
range corresponding to a slant range of Rfar−Rnear ≈
228 km. For the pulse repetition interval of Tpri = 565 µs
and a pulse duty cycle of 6% the pulse duration becomes
τp ≈ 34 µs. According to (2) in [1] this results in a
ground echo return time of Techo = 1.52ms.

The example above is a typical scenario for ultra-wide swath
imaging, where the time duration of the ground return, Techo,
is larger than the time Tpri between two transmitted pulses as
shown in Fig. 2. This can also be deduced from the timing
diagram as the sub-swaths are “interrupted” by transmit events;
for the case shown in Fig. 1 there are two such transmit events.

time
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Figure 2: Transmit pulse sequence versus time (not to scale).
Here, the duration of the ground echo return, Techo, is larger
than the available receive window Tpri − τp, between the
transmit pulses.

The consequences of the above are twofold:
• As multiple pulses are transmitted within the swath echo

time Techo, it is obvious that these traverse the swath
simultaneously. Their temporal separation, Tpri, maps into
different slant range distances Tpri · c/2 with c the speed
of light. In a conventional, i.e., a non-DBF system, these
echoes would be considered unwanted range ambiguities,
but here they are desired (useful) SAR echo signals.

• The reception of the ground echo will be interrupted by
transmit events. This is a consequence of a monostatic
system where the same antenna and front-end hard-
ware are used for transmission and reception; since the
hardware cannot transmit and receive at the same time,
the two events are interleaved. With the time-to-range
mapping, namely t = 2r/c, these interruptions mask the
reception of the echo of a specific range segment which
results in imaging gaps.

III. MULTI-BEAM SCORE

The multi-beam SCORE utilizes a single wide transmit
beam illuminating the whole imaged swath, and multiple
receive SCORE beams scanning the reflected echo signals
traversing the ground [7], [20], [8] as shown in Fig. 3. The
multi-beam operation in elevation means that several echo sig-
nals arrive at the same time from different directions, where, in
a reflector-feed antenna system, each echo activates a different
set of feed antenna elements. Using the same terminology
developed in [1], DBF can then be understood as combining
the signals from a set of feed elements yielding Nbeam output
data streams. These are represented by bk[l], where k is the
output data stream index and l the discrete time sample index.
As the direction of arrival is changing with time the secondary
beams need to scan the swath which manifests itself by the
time-dependent complex DBF weights. Using vector notation,
Nbeam simultaneous data streams bk, k = 1, . . . , Nbeam are
generated each corresponding to one SCORE beam.
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Figure 3: The multi-beam SCORE operation mode where
multiple simultaneous beams scan the signal echo traversing
the ground.

The range-time diagram for multi-beam SCORE is shown
in Fig. 4a. Due to the increased swath, several echo signals
arrive simultaneously from different ranges; there are, for
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example, three echoes shown at time t = t1 in the figure.
As mentioned previously, the beamforming units must create
multiple simultaneous beams, which can also be understood
as spatial filters separating the echoes into independent data
streams. Obviously, imaging a wider swath provides for an
increased information rate which manifests itself through a
higher data rate. Note that this also requires a longer feed
array and thus more feed elements (in elevation) to enable the
extended angular scan range.
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(b) partitioned swath DBF
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Figure 4: Range-time diagram for ultra-wide swath imag-
ing with the multi-beam SCORE such that multiple pulses
(here three) traverse the swath simultaneously (a); and two
alternative SCORE beamforming methods: partitioned swath,
where each beam is assigned a segment of the swath (b),
and concatenated swath, where the beams following the signal
echo throughout the complete swath (c).

The number of beams Nbeam to be formed simultaneously
depends upon the system’s PRF. The average number of
elevation beams can be estimated by:

Nbeam = ⌈Techo · fprf⌉ (1)

with the ceil operator ⌈·⌉, where ⌈x⌉ maps x to the smallest
integer greater than or equal to x. The exact number of beams
may vary over time and is obtained from the detailed timing
analysis [21]. This can be also understood as the mean number

of pulses which are simultaneously traversing the ground
(followed by the SCORE beams) during the reception of the
full echo of duration Techo.

Parameter Values: For a fprf = 1770Hz and Techo =
1.52ms the number of beams can be computed using
(1) which results in Nbeam = 3. The diamond diagram
in Fig. 1 shows that three sub-swaths are required to
image a 355 km swath (look angle range from 26.4◦ to
42.5◦). The typical number of beams for reflector SAR
is in the range of Nbeam = 3 to 6.

This operation mode requires the receive signal vector
to be multiplied by different sets of time-varying weights
corresponding to different output beams. The received signal
of feed element n is denoted as a column vector sn and
collected in the matrix S. The weight vector that generates
the k-th output is wk(t) = [w1,k(t), w2,k(t), . . . , wNel,k(t)]

T .
With this the equations from tutorial part 1 are rewritten for
the multi-beam SCORE:

bk = Swk(t) =
∑

Nact,k

cn,k =
∑

Nact,k

snwn,k(t). (2)

Here, Nact,k(t) = {n0,k(t), n0,k(t) + 1, . . . , n1,k(t)} defines
the active elements of beam k, and cn,k is the weighted output
signal of element n contributing to beam k.

The beam-to-swath mapping is not included explicitly in the
above equation, i.e., the k-th beam is not related to any specific
sub-swath. Instead the mapping is determined by the digital
hardware topology. In the following two implementations
of the multi-beam SCORE are discussed: partitioned swath
SCORE and concatenated swath SCORE.

A. Partitioned Swath SCORE

A functional realization for the case that the sets of el-
ements of the different beams do not overlap is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 5a. Here, different beams do not share
the same feed elements, thus the sets of active feed elements
are disjunctive such that Nact,i

⋂
Nact,j = ∅ ∀i ̸= j. The

configuration in the figure generates Nbeam = 3 output beams
corresponding to three sub-swaths.

The region (sub-swath) on the ground traversed by each
beam is determined by the angular segment covered by the
set of feed elements constituting that beam. This is because
the hardware is implemented such that the output data stream
of each functional sub-swath DBF Unit (ssw-DBFU) covers
only part of the complete swath. The term “functional” is
used because the actual hardware realization may still include
several ssw-DBFUs in a single FPGA.

The association between the echo signals and the beam-
forming is best understood by relating the range-time diagram
in Fig. 4a to the beamforming schematic in Fig. 4b: A single
echo traversing the swath from near to far range would first
be handled by ssw-DBFU 1, then later successively switched
over to the units 2 and 3. In general, the echo of transmit
pulse i = 1, 2, . . . is successively handled by ssw-DBFU
k = 1, 2, . . . , Nbeam where each ssw-DBFU covers one
sub-swath and bk is the k-th sub-swath output vector. The
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Figure 5: Partitioned swath SCORE technique for imaging a
wide swath, where each output data stream corresponds to one
sub-swath. The input range-time diagram is shown in Fig. 4a.

dimension (number of elements) of the weight vector of each
DBF unit is less than the total number of antenna elements
Nel. In the case of the three sub-swaths shown in Fig. 5a the
weights are:

w1(t) = [w1,1(t), . . . , wn1,1(t)]
T

w2(t) = [wn1+1,2(t), . . . , wn2,2(t)]
T

w3(t) = [wn2+1,3(t), . . . , wNel,3(t)]
T (3)

where n1 < n2 < Nel. Since multiple pulses traverse the
ground simultaneously all ssw-DBFUs are active at any time
instance, excluding the duration of transmit events.

The range-azimuth diagram in Fig. 5b shows the data after
beamforming. The data from any single echo, e.g. green echo
1, are distributed over several columns. This is because the
data stream of each column is generated by different ssw-
DBFUs, or, stated differently, each column contains the data
of different echoes. The ordinate of the range-azimuth diagram
represents the time of the sample and not the range. The
echo data of the complete swath (vs. range) are obtained
by concatenating (re-ordering) the output data of the beam-
former.

B. Concatenated Swath SCORE

The DBF implementation shown in Fig. 4c allows gener-
ating a SCORE beam that follows the ground echo over the
complete swath interrupted by the transmit events. In this case
the output signal vector bk represents one range line of data
from near to far range. An increased complexity in terms of
hardware implementation results because each beam, scanning
the ground from near to far range, ends up activating all Nel

feed elements during the echo time Techo. Further, at any
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Figure 6: Concatenated swath multi-beam SCORE technique
for imaging an ultra-wide swath; each output data stream
corresponds to the complete swath (for each transmitted pulse).
The input range-time diagram is shown in Fig. 4a.

instance of time the sets of active elements corresponding to
different beams i and j may overlap, i.e., Nact,i

⋂
Nact,j ̸= ∅.

To understand the functionality of the underlying beamform-
ing the echo signal data of each feed element —at the output
of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC)— is considered being
split into Nbeam data streams. Each data stream is multiplied
by a different set of weights corresponding to one SCORE
beam. The schematic shown in Fig. 6a connects each feed
element data sn to all beam-DBF Units (beam-DBFU). Thus,
the output of each beam-DBFU is the weighted sum of Nel

feed elements, and each feed element may contribute to all
beams (compare to the ssw-DBFU in Fig. 5a).

Here, unlike partitioned swath SCORE, the output data
stream bk no longer corresponds to sub-swath k, but instead
to the echo signal from the complete, i.e., concatenated, swath
for each transmitted pulse. In Fig. 6b, the echo signal of
each transmit pulse is mapped to one column of the range-
azimuth diagram, the ordinate of which now represents the
slant range. The notation used is such that the receive echo
signal data stream of transmit pulse i = 1, 2, . . . is bk where
k = (i− 1) mod Nbeam + 1.

C. Dispersive Multi-Beam SCORE

Dispersive single-beam SCORE has been addressed in Part
1 of the tutorial. Extending the mathematical description of
(24) and (28) in [1] to the multi-beam case is straightforward
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and given by:

cn,k =

Nsb∑
b=1

sbnw
b
n,k(t) =

Nsb∑
b=1

Fbsnw
b
n,k(t)

=

(
Nsb∑
b=1

Gb
n,k(t)

)
sn = Gn,k(t)sn (4)

with wb
n,k(t) the time-changing weight of sub-band b for the

receive signal of feed element n to generate output beam
k. Note that the matrix subscripts n, k are used to indicate
the dependency on the channel and output beam, respectively,
and are not related to the matrix shape. The Toeplitz matrix
Fb implementing the finite impulse response (FIR) bandpass
filter is independent of the output beam and channel, whereas
the band matrix Gn,k does depend on k and n, since it
includes the beam dependent weights. In Fig. 5a and 6a
the dispersive beamforming has already been suggested by
labeling the multiplication units as FIR filters.

D. Partitioned versus. Concatenated Swath SCORE

Partitioned swath SCORE is the simplest realization to
image an ultra-wide swath and requiring the least system
resources and hardware, since the sub-swath concatenation is
carried out on-ground and does not require on-board resources.
The drawback of the configuration is that each ssw-DBFU has
access to a fixed set of elements’ data streams which limits
the flexibility in changing the operation mode parameters.
This inflexibility may be mitigated by a specific hardware
implementation of the FPGAs to allow an overlap between
the elements.

The advantage of concatenated swath SCORE is that each
DBF unit has access to the data of all feed elements, which
provides more flexibility for shaping the beams and a re-
dundancy, for example, in case of element failure. Further,
the output data streams, bk, represent range lines over the
complete swath (excluding the blockage times due to transmit
events) and are available for further on-board processing. As
will be seen in tutorial Part 3, the latter is a prerequisite for
azimuth filter on-board processing. The advantages come at
the expense of a more elaborate digital network (hardware)
and higher computational cost (number of operations per data
sample); the added complexity is a non-negligible factor on
the overall system cost.

IV. AZIMUTH CHANNELS

Digital beamforming SAR commonly utilizes multiple digi-
tal channels both in azimuth and elevation. Here we extend the
system description to consider also multiple azimuth channels.
As the system is acquiring data simultaneously with Naz

azimuth channels, the hardware structure for beamforming
described previously needs to be repeated Naz times. Thus,
each azimuth channel has a complete elevation hardware set
consisting of front-ends, analog-digital-converters and DBF
units. In general, the elevation beamforming coefficients w(t)
differ for different azimuth channels, as the reflector’s sec-
ondary radiation patterns are non-separable [22]. Note that an

antenna radiation pattern, C(u, v) where u = sinϑ cosψ and
v = sinϑ sinψ, is separable if C(u, v) = C(u)C(v), as is
often the case for rectangular planar direct radiating antennas
as a result of the separability of the current distribution.
In some special cases, when simple elevation beamforming
algorithms are applied, which do not aim at ambiguity suppres-
sion, the beamforming coefficients of a reflector system may,
however, be azimuth-invariant. The range-azimuth diagram
(cf. Part 1 [1]) for the case of two azimuth channels and
concatenated swath SCORE is shown in Fig. 7. The data
streams of all azimuth channels are acquired simultaneously
but processed through different DBF units. In the figure, the
range lines from different azimuth channels appear side-by-
side and aligned in range; it should be kept in mind that this
involves combining and aligning (synchronizing) output data
streams from different FPGAs, a task which is not necessarily
trivial.
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Figure 7: Range-azimuth data diagram for a concatenated
swath SCORE with two azimuth channels; the range line data
of each azimuth channel is processed by its own DBF unit.

At this point the notation is extended to account for multiple
azimuth channels by adding a subscript, referring to the
azimuth channel number, to all vectors and matrices. For
example, the Nrb-element output beam is written as:

bk,naz
=
[
bk,naz

[0], bk,naz
[1], . . . , bk,naz

[Nrb − 1]
]T

(5)

indicating the k-th output SCORE beam of the naz-th azimuth
channel, where k = 1, . . . , Nbeam and naz = 1, . . . , Naz .

V. BEAMFORMING WEIGHTS, REFLECTOR ILLUMINATION
AND SECONDARY BEAMS

A topic mentioned in Part 1 of the tutorial [1] is the selection
of the beamforming coefficients, i.e., the complex weights
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applied on the data of the feed array elements to yield a
desired antenna beam pattern. While it is understood that (in
a reflector-feed antenna system) the activated feed element
depends on the direction of the incoming wave, it has yet to
be justified why a complex valued digital weight applied on
the feed element’s data should influence the resulting antenna
radiation pattern. The aim here is to develop an understanding
on how beamforming yields a certain desired radiation pattern.

Table I lists the reflector-feed antenna system’s design
parameters (reference SAR) used for the simulations in this
section. The antenna system is capable of achieving nearly 17◦

of angular scan range (the look angle range corresponding to
the 355 km swath is about 16◦). The antenna system has not
been optimized for SAR performance in terms of ambiguity
performance, but it is rather intended for highlighting various
beamforming aspects. The actual reflector design is highly
complicated (see, for example, the NISAR and BIOMASS re-
flector SAR missions [10], [23]) involving lots of engineering
expertise taking into account issues such as the vibration of the
reflector, blockage due to the satellite bus, and thermal design
aspects. These are well beyond the scope of this tutorial paper,
therefore the reader interested in SAR reflector design and
instrument performance is referred to the available literature
such as [24], [19], [25], [11], [26].

Table I: Parameters of the reflector and antenna feed array used
for the reference SAR system and the beamforming examples.

parameter value
reflector diameter, D 15m
focal length 13.5m
center frequency, f0 1.2575GHz
feed array, Naz ×Nel 3× 22
feed element type rectangular horn
element separation 1.2λ× 1.022λ
feed size 0.86m× 5.4m
feed tilt angle 36.9◦

feed offset 9m (in elevation)

Instead of elaborating on the mathematical formalism, a
descriptive approach in terms of the electromagnetic fields is
favored here (a wealth of literature is available on beamform-
ing algorithms such as [27], [28], [29], [16], [30].) For most
of what follows, the feed elements are taken to be the source
of electromagnetic radiation, thus considering a transmitting
antenna which allows for a more straight forward explanation.
Through Maxwell’s equations it can be shown that reciprocity
applies to electromagnetic theory within a linear and isotropic
(but not necessarily homogeneous) medium [31]. One (of
many) application of the reciprocity theorem is for antennas
and antenna radiation patterns (provided the materials used for
the antennas and feeds are linear): measuring (and describing)
the pattern can conveniently be done either in the receiving or
transmitting mode because they are identical [22].

The electric field strength distribution imposed by any single
feed element is determined by the antenna type, e.g., horn,
patch, and slotted waveguide. Its far field radiation pattern,
i.e., the normalized electric field strength as a function of
directional coordinates, is referred to as the element pattern
following common antenna terminology. The total electric

field strength excited by the complete feed array, known as
the primary radiation pattern, is determined by: the element
pattern, the array geometry (position of radiators), and the
excitation. The latter depends on the amplitude and phase of
the current at the input terminals of each feed antenna element.
For identical radiators and assuming no coupling effects, the
primary antenna pattern is the product of the element pattern
and the array factor, where the latter is entirely determined
by the feed geometry and the excitation.

feed array 
(offset in elevation)

15 m 
diameter

Figure 8: Reflector and feed array antenna geometry.

The feed array illuminates the reflector imposing a cur-
rent distribution on its surface, which, in turn, results in
a propagating electromagnetic wave [22]. The normalized
field distribution in the far field as a function of directional
coordinates is known as the secondary radiation pattern.
An observer far away from the reflector measuring the field
strength will experience the reflector surface as the source
of electromagnetic radiation. Ignoring the contribution of the
feed array’s back radiation to the total field at the observer’s
position, this indicates that the feed array excitation could
be removed without altering the secondary antenna pattern,
as long as the currents imposed on the reflector surface
remain the same. This explains why the power density on the
reflector, referred to as the illumination intensity, is crucial for
understanding the beamforming process.

The type of visualization used here to describe and analyze
the reflector antenna system of Table I is shown in Fig. 9 and
includes the following:

Feed Excitation:
The 24×3 feed array excitation (upper right) in ele-
vation (row) and azimuth (column) as the normalized
amplitude weights in decibels. Elements which are
not activated appear in white.

Reflector Illumination:
Shown on the upper left represents the power density
on the reflector surface normalized to the total power.
The ordinate and abscissa refer to the elevation
and azimuth (along-track) directions, respectively.
Dashed contour lines indicate the −3 dB and −11 dB
power density levels.
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Secondary Radiation Pattern:
The resulting secondary gain pattern versus elevation
angle is shown in (bold line) on the bottom together
with the individual secondary gain patterns resulting
from activating single feed rows (thin cyan lines).
The maximum antenna pattern gain value is also
included.
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Figure 9: Reflector excitation, illumination and secondary
radiation patterns. The center feed array row is activated.

Since the emphasis here is put on the elevation beamform-
ing, the focus will be on the rows of the feed array which
determine the secondary radiation pattern in elevation. The
feed element columns are included for completeness and to
yield a realistic representation (remember that reflector radia-
tion patterns are non-separable). The three azimuth elements of
each feed row are utilized to set the azimuth beam taper, which
determines the azimuth radiation pattern cut for any specific
elevation angle. Azimuth beamforming will be detailed in part
3 of the tutorial paper; it is thus suggested that at this point the
center element of each row (center column of the feed array)
is of most interest here.

A. Single Feed Row Activation

As detailed in part 1 the secondary beam direction (i.e., the
direction of the main lobe of the secondary radiation pattern)
of a reflector system is determined by the active feed element.
Beam steering is thus achieved by activating different feed
rows as shown in Fig. 10 (a) and (b).

Knowing that the reflector rim taper for optimum illumi-
nation efficiency is at −10 dB to −12 dB [22], it is seen
that activating a single row causes an over-illumination in
elevation (ordinate) direction. This is not a design flaw but
rather a necessity to ensure smooth SCORE beam-to-beam
transitions, cf. [1], [32]. As shown later, activating several
rows provides a better illumination efficiency, thus yielding
a higher gain (maximum value) of the secondary radiation
patterns. The secondary gain patterns show a degradation when
activating edge rows as seen in Fig. 10b which is due to
the defocusing effect of the reflector geometry for large scan
angles. The antenna pattern degradation is gradual, increasing
with the distance of the feed element from the focal point of
the parabolic reflector; this can be seen from the secondary
radiation pattern plots (bottom) which also show the antenna
patterns of all individual feed row excitations.

Comparing Fig. 9 to Fig. 10 (a) and (b) there is no signifi-
cant difference in the illumination (amplitude) for the different
activated rows. However, the position of the illumination
maximum changes depending on the activated row and is not
always fixed at the reflector’s center. This is an indication
that the mechanical feed elements’ boresight direction is not
pointed towards the reflector center and is understood as an
unwanted side effect from using a planar feed array.
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(a) first feed row active
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(b) last feed row active

Figure 10: Reflector excitation, illumination and secondary
radiation patterns for the case that different rows of feed
elements are activated.

B. Transmit Reflector Antenna Pattern

A somewhat unusual approach for a reflector-feed system
is used on transmit to generate the wide secondary beam
illuminating the complete swath. Here, all feed rows are acti-
vated to generate a narrow primary beam, which illuminates a
small portion of the reflector, thus generating a wide secondary
beam. Fig. 11 shows that this approach works as expected.

It is worth considering the effect of the widened illumination
(large antenna beamwidth) on the radiation intensity, i.e., the
power per unit solid angle measured in Watts per steradian.
This is a crucial factor affecting the power density on the
ground and through this the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
echo signal at the receiver. The maximum radiation intensity
as a function of the antenna’s directivity, D0, and radiated
power, Prad, is given by [22]:

pΩ =
D0

Prad/4π
(6)

In a reflector-feed system with distributed (solid state)
power generation the total transmitted, i.e., radiated, power
depends on the number of active feed elements. To widen the
secondary beam more elements are activated which increases
the total radiated power Prad. Since all elements are active
on transmit [1] the maximum available power is radiated; for
the underlying reflector system this increases the transmitted
power by a factor of 22 or 13.4 dB. At the same time the
increased secondary beamwidth causes a reduction in the
antenna’s directivity. This becomes evident from the following
expression (cf. [22], [33])

D0 =
4π∮

Ω
|C(ϑ, ψ)|2 dΩ

(7)

which relates the antenna directivity to the closed surface
integral (for example a sphere enclosing the antenna) of
the normalized secondary antenna radiation pattern C(ϑ, ψ).
When increasing the beamwidth the contribution to the integral
in the denominator of (7) increases, thus causing a reduced
directivity. Similarly, the antenna gain is reduced, as it is
proportional to the directivity for fixed antenna losses.

For a reflector antenna this is intuitively clear and is traced
back to the definition of the antenna gain [22] as: The ratio
of the intensity, in a given direction, to the radiation intensity
that would be obtained if the power accepted (input) by the
antenna were radiated isotropically. Adding active elements
increases the radiated power and extends the beamwidth,
but the additional available power is “distributed” into the
wider mainlobe keeping, at least to a first approximation, the
radiation intensity (within the increased mainlobe) constant!
On the other hand, the effective radiation intensity generated
by any feed element may be boosted by activating neighboring
elements, which is due to the beam overlap, but basically
unaffected by far-away elements. The antenna gain of the
transmit configuration in Fig. 11 is approximately 32.5 dBi
which is considerably lower than that of single row activation,
this confirms that an increased beamwidth is accompanied by
a reduced antenna gain.

Despite the above two effects, i.e., increased power and
reduced gain, more or less compensating each other, the
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possibility of widening the coverage (swath) by adding feed
elements is an advantage of reflector-based SAR over systems
utilizing planar direct radiating antenna. In the latter, typically
phase-spoiling excitation techniques [34], [35] are used to
widen the antenna pattern, where, unlike a reflector-feed
system, the total transmitted power Prad remains constant and
independent of the beamwidth, while the gain drops with
increased beamwidth. This results in a reduced radiation inten-
sity when illuminating a wider swath, which is a disadvantage
of planar antenna SAR.
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Figure 11: Reflector excitation, illumination and secondary
radiation patterns for the transmit case where all feed elements
are activated.

C. Optimum Beamformer

Next, an optimum beamformer is used, which maximizes
the signal-to-noise ratio [27], [28], [29] — also known as
Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) beam-
former. In the following, the number of active feed rows is
limited to 4 and uncorrelated (receiver) noise is assumed,
i.e., no interference or ambiguities. As seen from Fig. 12a
the optimum beamformer steered to the boresight direction
at 0◦ mainly excites two rows of the feed array with equal
amplitudes. This generates a nearly ideal rim illumination of
−11 dB resulting in a secondary antenna beam of slightly
higher gain amounting to 43.5 dBi, than that of the individual
single feed row used to form the beam of 42.6 dBi (cf. Fig. 9).
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(a) optimum beam former @ 0◦
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(b) optimum beam former @ 9.4◦

Figure 12: Reflector excitation, illumination and secondary
radiation patterns for an optimum beamformer designed to
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. The number of active feed
rows has been limited to four.
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Note that the secondary beam is pointing at the crossing
point between two beam maxima; the “clean” secondary beam
shape indicates a smooth SCORE beam-to-beam transition.

The defocusing, inherent to any reflector-feed system with
scanning capabilities causes an antenna beam pattern degrada-
tion. Fig. 12b shows that beamforming can be used to mitigate
this degradation to some extent. Comparing to the previous
case, the feed excitation to steer the secondary beam towards
9.4◦ with respect to antenna boresight is “sophisticated” and
more rows are active, a consequence of the beamforming
compensating the defocusing effect. The reflector illumination
shows a concentration on a smaller area which is shifted from
the center; the former effect causes a gain reduction for the
respective steering angle, while the latter is a consequence of
the aforementioned feed element misalignment. Nevertheless,
comparing Fig. 10b and Fig. 12b clearly shows that the
optimum beamformer generates superior secondary radiation
patterns in terms of sidelobe level and gain (41.5 dBi versus
38.9 dBi gain).

D. Comparison of Different Beamformers

The performance of the beamforming is mainly determined
by the shape of the secondary radiation pattern. Fig. 13
compares the previously introduced optimum beamformer to a
sidelobe-constrained beamformer [16] both steered to an angle
of 7.5◦ for a maximum of 7 active feed rows. The scale is
extended to cover 0 dB to −18 dB in order to emphasize the
different weights and illumination. The optimum beamformer
yields the narrowest radiation pattern beamwidth, while the
sidelobe-constrained beamformer lowers the sidelobe level at
the expense of a wider beamwidth and a slightly lower gain.
In practice this is beneficial for SAR instruments, since the
disturbance is not only made of thermal noise, but is also
influenced by ambiguities; a sidelobe-constrained beamformer
leads to slightly worse SNR, but a much higher ambiguity
suppression.

Although the amplitudes of the feed array weights appear
to be similar for the two cases, the beamformers utilize the
active element excitation differently: the low-amplitude feed
elements at −18 dB have a minor effect on the reflector
illumination for the optimum beamformer which shows a
nearly ideal −11 dB rim taper for maximum SNR; in the case
of the sidelobe-constrained beamformer the low amplitude
feed elements are used to mitigate the sidelobes caused by
the higher amplitude feed elements, which manifests itself in
the different reflector illumination.

One further factor to consider when comparing beamform-
ing algorithms is the effect of the feed array’s phase and
amplitude errors on the resulting radiation pattern. These errors
and other imperfections as well as calibration (covered for
example in [36], [37], [38], [6], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43],
[44]) are highly relevant but considered beyond the scope of
this tutorial paper.
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(b) sidelobe-constrained beamformer

Figure 13: Reflector excitation, illumination and secondary
radiation patterns comparing an optimum and a sidelobe-
constrained beamformer. The secondary antenna pattern is
steered to 7.5◦.
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The inherent usefulness of beamforming is shown by com-
parison to a unity, i.e., simple on-off, beamformer with two
active feed rows shown in Fig. 14. The antenna pattern’s peak
of the latter may be slightly shifted with respect to the design
value and yields an approximately 1 dB lower gain value with
higher sidelobe level.
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Figure 14: Reflector excitation, illumination and secondary
radiation patterns for the case of a unity beamformer equally
exciting two feed rows.

E. Multi-Beam Generation

The cases covered up to now were intended to foster the
understanding of beam steering, the influence of the number
of active elements and the different beamforming methods.
However, the example radiation patterns given could all have
been realized using an analog feed array (based on trans-
mit/receive modules). The superiority of a digital feed array is
that it allows generating multiple simultaneous beams which
are independent from each other. From a DBF perspective,
the excitation coefficients of multiple beams are generated by a
simple complex valued superposition of the individual antenna
beams’ excitation coefficients.

In case of a receiving antenna system (remember that the
reciprocity theorem mentioned earlier allows applying the
same argumentation to a transmit or receive antenna) each
beam generates its own data stream; in terms of hardware
schematic either DBF unit configuration of Fig. 4 (b) or (c)
may be utilized.

Fig. 15a shows the feed excitation resulting in three (simul-
taneous) antenna beams which are steered to the center of the
imaged sub-swaths of the reference SAR. Each beam activates
4 feed rows and the large angular separation between the
secondary antenna beams yields non-overlapping (disjunctive)
active feed rows. It is emphasized that each secondary antenna
beam can be understood as generated by its own indepen-
dent antenna. Thus, although the secondary antenna patterns
are plotted on a common abscissa, they do not represent
a joint radiation pattern of the three antenna beams. From
the beamforming perspective each secondary radiation pattern
is associated to its own data stream and distinct excitation
coefficient (the index k is used in (2) to indicate the beam
number of the output data stream bk). This explains the high
gain of each beam, in the order of 43.5 dBi. The ability to
generate multiple beams while maintaining a high gain for
each antenna beam is considered a main advantage of digital
beamforming systems.

The reflector illumination shows the typical interference
pattern known to occur from the coherent superposition of
multiple radiation sources. It is worth investigating whether
(and how) this interference pattern affects the individual radi-
ation beam patterns. For this, consider a feed array excitation
imposing a −11 dB rim illumination resulting in a single
output beam. Imagine an observer in the far field measuring
the electric field strength at the maximum of the secondary
radiation pattern.

Now, in a second step, the excitation weights are modified
to add a second beam causing the interference patterns to
appear on the reflector surface. The observer will not measure
any change in the electric field strength, provided that the
angular separation of the two beams is sufficiently large.
This effect can be traced back the superposition principle
of electromagnetic waves in linear medium and shows that
the focusing property of the reflector geometry maintains the
angular orthogonality of the beams generated by spatially
separated feed elements. It is worth mentioning that the
primary illumination pattern shown Fig. 15a corresponds to
a single secondary radiation pattern with three main lobes;
although, in this sense, the representation could be misleading
it is considered beneficial for understanding the functionality
of the reflector antenna system.

To elaborate on the multi-beam issue, Fig. 15b shows a DBF
configuration for two closely spaced reflector beams, each
generated by 4 active feed rows. Clearly, there is an overlap
between the feed elements of the two beams, however, the gain
of the individual beam is maintained. Because of the active
feed element overlap a concatenated swath DBF topology, cf.
Fig. 6, is the suitable choice. The reflector illumination in
Fig. 15b shows two distinct active areas. These are due to the
coherent interference of the excitation sources and should not
be mistaken to correspond to the two beams. Note that the
rim illumination of each active area is well below −20 dB,
which cannot yield the high gain of the secondary beams.
Illuminating different areas of a reflector generates overlapping
secondary antenna beams and has been suggested for along-
track interferometry using a single reflector antenna [45], [46].
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(a) optimum beam former with two SCORE beams
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(b) optimum beam former with five SCORE beams

Figure 15: Reflector excitation, illumination and secondary
radiation patterns for multi-beam SCORE operation.

VI. BLIND RANGES

The second issue mentioned in section II were imaging gaps
(blind ranges) due to the transmit events. These are detailed in
this section and a closed form expression relating the blockage
to the resulting image gap is derived. Blind ranges occur when
there is a transmit event during the time an echo should be
received, which is unavoidable when the swath is large such
that Techo > Tpri. The impact of the blind ranges are gaps
in the processed SAR image [47], [48], [49], which, for a
uniform PRF, appear at fixed ground range positions in the
swath, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 16. The gaps occur
periodically at integer multiples of the PRI, i.e., at time delays
n · Tpri corresponding to the slant ranges n · c Tpri/2 where n
is an integer.

gap ground range

echo

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑖 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑖 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑖

gaps

time

Figure 16: Schematic representation of transmit instances and
the received echoes, causing gaps and range ambiguities.

The time at which the SAR receiver is turned off during the
transmit events is known as the blockage time and is denoted
by τb. Due to the guard time — the time needed for the limiter
diode in the receive path to recover — the blockage duration
is typically longer than the transmit pulse τb ≥ τp as shown
in Fig. 17. It should be noted that any transmit event will
block all Nel input data streams and for all output beams;
thus for each transmit event τb · fs samples will be lost for
each channel, which is in the order of a few thousand samples.
Depending on the PRF and the swath width, each range line
may be interrupted several times due to the multiple transmit
events within the echo time Techo. The average number of
gaps within the swath is equal to Nbeam − 1, where Nbeam

has been introduced earlier in (1) and represents the average
number of beams.

Parameter Values: The reference system images a swath
of 355 km through Nbeam = 3 simultaneous SCORE
beams. The diamond diagram in Fig. 1 shows that the
swath is interrupted by Nbeam − 1 = 2 gaps. The
blockage time τb is determined by the pulse duration
τp = 34 µs plus the guard time of 4 µs.

Nadir echo returns may also cause blind ranges, for which
they need to be considered [50]. For reflector-based SAR,
however, the nadir return may be sufficiently attenuated by
the Rx/Tx antenna pattern. Furthermore, novel techniques for
the removal of the nadir echo within post-processing based on
the alternation of the transmitted waveform are suggested in
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Figure 17: The transmit pulse (duration τp) and the associated
guard time cause a blockage of the return echo during τb
seconds. To determine the width of the resulting imaging gap
it is necessary to consider the instantaneous frequencies of the
return echo which are blocked for each range.

[51], [52]; as an additional benefit these techniques allow for
relaxing the PRF constraint.

A. Imaging Gap Extent

The expression for the imaging gap extent is derived taking
the transmitted signal time-frequency dependency into account
in order to quantitatively assess the impact on the imaging
performance.

Consider a stationary radar, which, without restriction of
generality, is transmitting an up chirp, pulse 1, of duration
τp. Take a reference sphere centered at the antenna just large
enough to contain the complete antenna structure. Let t0
and t0 + τp mark the time instances where the leading and
lagging “edge” of an electromagnetic wave generated by the
transmitted pulse pass the reference sphere. The corresponding
instantaneous frequencies are fmin and fmax respectively.

After a time delay of ∆T seconds, the distance r between
the reference sphere and the leading pulse edge will be c ·∆T .
The echo reflected from a point scatter at range r will intersect
the reference sphere at times

t = t0 + 2∆T = t0 +
2r

c
and t = t0 + τp +

2r

c
(8)

for the leading and lagging pulse edge, respectively. The term
(2r)/c in the above expression, well known from the radar
delay equation, may be rearranged to read r/(c/2). It can be
deduced that to an observer the echo appears to be traveling
at c/2 which is half the speed of light.

Now consider a second transmission event occurring at time
t1 which is blocking the receiver for τb seconds. The blocked
slant range limits are given by the minimum slant range Rmin

of the lagging pulse edge at t1 and the maximum slant range
Rmax of the leading pulse edge at t1+τb. With (8) the ranges
are determined from the following equations:

(t0 + τp) +
2Rmin

c
= t1 and t0 +

2Rmax

c
= t1 + τb (9)

The slant range extent of the gap is obtained by solving for
Rmin and Rmax and forming the difference:

χr = Rmax −Rmin =
c

2
(τb + τp) (10)

The above expression gives the total slant range extent
of the blockage without considering which frequencies are

blocked at which ranges. The correspondence between range
and frequency is also addressed in the context of dispersive
beamforming of tutorial part 1 [1]. It is crucial to understand
the range-frequency behavior of the blockage as detailed next.
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Figure 18: Frequency-range diagram for an up chirp showing
the gap extent. The dark-shaded rectangle indicates full block-
age, while the two light shaded triangles represent the partial
bandwidth blockage. Horizontal and vertical lines represent
lines of constant frequency and slant range, respectively.

The blockage start time is t1, at which the lagging edge of
the pulse will be at range Rmin, for which the instantaneous
frequency fmax will be blocked. This point is indicated by
(fmax, Rmin) in Fig. 18 illustrating the blocked instantaneous
frequencies versus slant range; here, horizontal and vertical
lines represent lines of constant frequency and slant range,
respectively. The linear time-frequency relation of the chirp
manifests itself in a linear range-frequency blockage relation.
The line marked t1 in the figure represents a range-frequency
notch between Rmin and Rmin + τpc/2 for the frequencies
fmax to fmin. Similarly, the instantaneous frequencies and
ranges blocked at time instance t1 + τp are indicated in the
figure. The range of frequencies blocked for any range r is
indicated by the vertical line and bandwidth Bb(r).

From the above it is concluded that the slant range extent
of the gap, i.e., the width of the strip in the range compressed
image which is lost due to the transmit event is divided into
two regions:

• A full blockage occurring at ranges for which there is a
total loss of received echo pulse power, indicated by the
dark shaded rectangle in Fig. 18, and

• A partial blockage for those ranges at which part of the
pulse power is received, as indicated by the light shaded
region (two triangles) in Fig. 18.

The extent of the gap is then defined in terms of the
blockage bandwidth Bb(r), i.e., the range of frequencies which
cannot be received due to the transmit event. The expression
for the blockage in terms of the slant range for each of the
two regions is:

χr

∣∣
Bb(r)<Bw

= τpc partial blockage (11)

χr

∣∣
Bb(r)=Bw

=
(τb − τp)c

2
full blockage (12)
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where the ground range extent χg [53] can be readily obtained
through χg = χr/ sin ηi with ηi being the incidence angle.

The above result is interesting because it shows that the full-
bandwidth blockage causing a complete loss of signal energy
and an imaging gap is proportional to the guard time interval
(τb − τp)/2, which is small compared to the pulse duration.
This is shown in Fig. 19 for the reference system, where the
full bandwidth gap is less than 1 km in ground range. The
major contribution to the blockage is partial, where only part
of the echo signal power is retrieved leading to a worsening
of the range resolution because of the blocked frequencies;
further, the reduced bandwidth needs to be taken into account
in the range focusing to avoid an SNR degradation.

Parameter Values: As mentioned previously, the ref-
erence system images a 355 km swath interrupted by
2 gaps. In slant range, the width of the total and
partial bandwidth gaps is constant at 600m and 10.1 km,
respectively. The ground range extent of the gaps depend
on the incidence angle as listed in the following table.
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Figure 19: Ground range extent of image gap χg versus
incidence angle. The lower curve shows the full-bandwidth
gap while the upper curve is the total (partial + full) gap. The
dashed curve gives the gap extent corresponding to half the
range bandwidth. The parameters are those of the reference
system operating at a pulse duty cycle of 6% and a blockage
time of τb = 38 µs; the positions of the two imaging gaps are
indicated by the squares.

incidence angle gap gap 50% blockage
(full) (full+partial) partial

37.7◦ 980m 17.6 km 8.3 km
44.5◦ 855m 15.4 km 7.2 km

Table II: Angular position and ground extent of imaging gaps
of different types assuming spherical Earth geometry.

VII. DATA STREAMS AND MEMORY MANAGEMENT

Up to now it has been detailed how multiple echoes are
collected simultaneously through multiple SCORE beams and
azimuth channels. In the following, the correspondence be-
tween the samples of the echo lines and the (buffer) memory
is reviewed, as it is crucial for understanding the on-board data
processing.

Let the first pulse Tx 1 be transmitted at time t0; the near
range echo will arrive after 2Rnear/c seconds and last for
Techo seconds. During this time, the signal from a changing
subset of the feed elements is sampled, weighted and summed
up. The resulting Nrb-element vector of azimuth channel naz
(known as range line) is b1,naz

. The data stream is written into
a memory block sufficient to store 2Nrb real-valued samples
(the factor 2 accounts for the complex valued echo data, thus
one real and one imaginary value is stored per sample) where
each sample occupies Mbit bits of memory.

The number of samples Nrb as given by (4) in Part 1 of the
tutorial is for continuous data acquisition during the complete
echo time Techo. In this case the blocked data samples still
occupy memory space; this is necessary when data samples
are later to be recovered through an on-board interpolation
process as is the case in Staggered SAR operation mode
detailed in Part 3 of the tutorial to be published in a later
issue of the GRS Magazine. Otherwise, no memory allocation
for the samples lost during the blockage times is necessary and
the number of stored samples per range line may be reduced.
Taking into account the previously mentioned blockage times,
the (reduced) number of samples per range line becomes:

Nrb = Techofs − τb(Nbeam − 1)fs (13)

The echo of Tx 1 is received and processed by all Naz

azimuth channels simultaneously, each azimuth channel naz
produces the output b1,naz

. In total, for each echo Naz data
streams are written simultaneously into memory.

At time t0 + Tpri the second Tx 2 pulse is transmitted; its
echo arrives before the end of the first echo, thus

(t0 + Tpri) +
2Rnear

c
< t0 +

2Rnear

c
+ Techo (14)

which indicates that there is an overlap time during which
two echoes b1 and b2 from different range positions are
received simultaneously. Since the reflector focuses these
echoes on different sets of elements, they can be separated
by DBF to produce separate, i.e., independent, data streams.
The above expression is equivalent to Tpri < Techo which has
already been stated in section II as a particularity of ultra-
wide swath imaging. As before, the data streams b2,naz with
naz = 1 · · ·Naz are assigned to Naz memory blocks each of
2Nrb ·Mbit bits.

Parameter Values: In conventional SAR systems (last
generation) the number of ADC bits Mbit per (real)
sample is typically 8 bit. State-of-the-art SAR instru-
ment use a larger number of bits, in the order of
8 bit per sample, due to the increased system dynamic
range. In DBF SAR this is further increased for the
internal SCORE beamforming operations such that Mbit

becomes 16 bit to 20 bit.
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As the echo signals from subsequent transmit pulses Tx i are
received, more SCORE beams are added, up to a maximum
of Nbeam data streams. When the echo of the first transmit
pulse reaches the far swath limit, the SCORE beam will be
pointing to far range Rfar and the number of SCORE beams
is reduced by one, until a new near range Rnear echo arrives
requiring re-assigning the data stream b1,naz

to that echo.

A. Data Rate and Azimuth Oversampling

The digital system architecture and design is driven by the
high data rates of DBF SAR instruments. In the following,
expressions for the data rate after SCORE, i.e., applied on the
bk,naz

data given in (5), are derived.
Referring to Fig. 20, any arbitrary PRI time interval Tpri

may be divided into three segments:
1) during T1 = Techo − (Nbeam − 1)Tpri seconds, the data

from Nbeam beams are acquired
2) during T2 = NbeamTpri −τb−Techo seconds, Nbeam−1

data streams are acquired
3) during the remaining τb seconds no data are acquired

(blockage)

𝑇!"#$
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𝑇%&'
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time
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Figure 20: Timing of (overlapping) ground return echo signals
from successive (color-coded) transmitted pulses for Nbeam =
3 simultaneous SCORE beams. The average data rate is
computed considering the interval Tpri which is divided into
three segments T1, T2, and τb.

Summing the samples of each interval, dividing by Tpri and
collecting terms yields an average of:

2fs
Tpri

Techo −
2fs
Tpri

τb(Nbeam − 1) (15)

(real) samples per second per azimuth channel. The first
term accounts for the sampling of the echo signal (note that
Techo/Tpri > 1 in a multi-beam system), while the second term
reduces the number of sample in proportion to the blockage
duration.

Quantizing at Mbit bit/sample and considering all Naz

azimuth channels, the total average data rate is obtained from
(15) after substituting fprf = 1/Tpri to be:

Dr = 2fs
[
Techo − τb(Nbeam − 1)

][
fprfNaz

]
Mbit (16)

in bit s−1. Three terms appear in the above expression which
are linked to the SAR instrument performance:

i) The (fast time) sampling rate fs, which is proportional
to the chirp bandwidth Bw (a large bandwidth leads to
a fine range resolution) through fs = γrBw, where γr
is the range oversampling.

ii) the echo time Techo proportional to the imaged swath
width as given by (2) in part 1 [1]

iii) the effective azimuth sampling fprfNaz determined by
the azimuth resolution as explained below.

The last point deserves further explanation: A significant
performance parameter is the azimuth resolution of the SAR
image δaz , which is measured in meters and given by [54]:

δaz =
Vg
BpD

(17)

with Vg the ground (or beam) velocity [55], [56] and BpD

the processed Doppler bandwidth. Clearly a good azimuth
resolution can be achieved for a large Doppler bandwidth
which, in turn, requires a wide azimuth antenna beamwidth, an
adequate instrument design, and suitable processing algorithms
[57], [7], [58], [59], [60], [61], [62]. On the other hand, the
echo signal effective azimuth sampling rate, given by fprfNaz ,
must be larger than the Doppler bandwidth as proven by
the Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem [63] since otherwise
azimuth ambiguities would occur. A trade-off between the
azimuth and range ambiguities must be also considered when
selecting the oversampling ratio [7]

Putting the sampling rate in relation to the Doppler band-
width allows defining the azimuth oversampling factor as:

γaz =
fprfNaz

BpD
≥ 1 (18)

which gives a quantitative measure of the system resources
overhead in terms of the azimuth sampling to performance
parameter (resolution) ratio.

Nyquist-Shannon sampling also applies in range to the
received echo as detailed in Part 1 of the tutorial [1]. A
high range oversampling, γr > 1 may be of interest, if the
RF system bandwidth (bandpass filter at the receiver front-
end) is larger than the signal bandwidth as, in this case, it
allows suppressing the noise outside the signal bandwidth.
This, however, is at the cost of a higher internal data rate
[64], [65].

Parameter Values: Azimuth oversampling is required,
because the azimuth signal is not band limited due to the
non-rectangular antenna pattern shape. For a stripmap
SAR the azimuth oversampling γaz is in the order of
1.2 to 1.4. Range oversampling is typically smaller and
in the order of γr ≈ 1.1 .

The expression in (16) is a general approximation for the
data rate valid for a multi-azimuth multi-beam system; it is
also applicable for a basic SCORE system in which case
Nbeam = 1 and the echo time Techo is that of a single swath
return.

Parameter Values: Take the parameters of the reference
system and a sampling frequency of fs = 85MHz.
Then the data rate for one azimuth channel is deter-
mined from (16) to be Dr ≈ 870MByte/s where
Mbit = 16bit. Including the data samples during the
blockage time results in a slightly higher data rate of
Dr ≈ 916MByte/s.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper provides a tutorial-type introduction to the basic
DBF imaging modes of SAR utilizing a reflector antenna in
conjunction with a digital feed array. Part 1 has shown the
instrument architecture of a multi-channel SAR system and
how it may be utilized for digital beamforming. Specifically,
basic single-beam dispersive SCORE has been introduced
and the associated functional digital instrument architecture
explained.

Part 2 addresses ultra-wide swath imaging. The digital
beamforming hardware enables multiple simultaneous SCORE
beams, where each beam can be thought of as imaging an
additional sub-swath and by this extending the total imaged
swath. Two variants of this operation technique, partitioned
swath and concatenated swath SCORE, are detailed. SCORE
is performed on-board and is transparent to the subsequent
SAR processing (range and azimuth compression), which may
be implemented the same as for stripmap imaging mode.
Well-known processing techniques developed for conventional
SAR are therefore directly applicable. Section V fosters the
understanding of the reflector-based beamforming process
(with emphasis on the elevation direction) underlying the
functional instrument implementation. Examples for the feed
array excitation coefficients, the reflector illumination, and the
resulting secondary radiation patterns are given and explained
including the case of multiple beams. Multi-beam imaging
allows for ultra-wide swath imaging but it comes at the
expense of gaps between the sub-swaths. The blockage effect
is analyzed in detail showing that most of the image gaps due
to the transmit events are partial, thus allowing for the retrieval
of some echo signal. Last but not least, after introducing the
notation for multiple azimuth channels, the aspect of data
streams, and the associated data rates are addressed. This is
significant because the high data rate poses a challenge to the
digital instrument design.

The above mentioned imaging gaps may be removed
through a special operation technique, which is the main topic
of tutorial Part 3 dealing with staggered SAR [66], [67]. This
is a highly advanced technique where the pulse repetition
interval is changed on a pulse-to-pulse basis according to a
pre-determined sequence. This also affects the SAR azimuth
and range performance and requires dedicated mitigation tech-
niques.
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